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Answer Sheet
Welcome to Puzzled Pint!

Give us
Feedback!

Tonight

• We’re here to help! This is not a competitive event. Ask the Game Control volunteers (GC) for

hints as often as you’d like. The goal is to have fun, not to be frustrated!
• If your location is running virtual, go to the location page (linked on puzzle download page)
and nd out how to contact your local GC.
• If you are collaborating online with your teammates (or have no printer): There is a Google
Sheet this month! Download and make your own copy to collaborate online together. It can
be found on the page where you downloaded the puzzles.
The Puzzles
• Each puzzle will solve to a short word or phrase. How? That’s for you to discover.
• Need a code sheet or solving resources? Check out the Resources page on Puzzled Pint’s
webpage: http://www.puzzledpint.com/resources/
• You can use anything to help solve: Use your phone; the internet is fair game! Think your
brother might have an insight? Give him a call!
• While each month has a theme, you need no special knowledge of the theme to solve.
About Puzzled Pint
• How did tonight go? Email us at Feedback@puzzledpint.com
• We’re an all-volunteer organization.
• Help us run locally: Talk with Game Control about how you can volunteer.
• Help us run globally: https://www.patreon.com/PuzzledPint

Puzzle Answers
Jurassic Park
Jurassic Park 2: The Lost World
Jurassic Park III
Jurassic World

fi

Meta: Jurassic World 2: Fallen
Kindom

Team Name:

Start Time:

Team Size:

End Time:

Jurassic Park
Oh no! All the dinosaurs have escaped Jurassic Park and Dr Ellie Sattler has to go across
the park and escape the raptors to get to the maintenance shed. She has to find all the
switch components through the darkness.
Can you help Ellie find the SWITCH in the dark?
Once Ellie has found all the switches she needs to feel for the primer handle and flick the
main switch.
Help Ellie reset the power to learn what Ellie will miss from Isla Nublar.
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Jurassic Park 2:
THE LOST WORLD
Page 1 of 2
After discovering the second site that John Hammond created on Isla Sorna, youʻve joined
the team to document the dinosaurs that are living there. Now you find yourselves
stranded, surrounded by dinosaurs that are trying to eat you! As you are searching around
the buildings on site B, you find a torn off note and a map of Muertes Archipelago & Isla
Nublar (on next page). Once you have decoded the message from the note, use the map to
find the way to escape.

23 May 1994

The dinosaurs have all broken out of containment. In order to escape
the island use this key. Remember that a T-Rex can’t see you if
you don’t move or shift, so only move four steps at a time.

BEJZ PDA DAHEYKLPAN KJ PDA IWL
PK ZEOYKRAN SDWP UKQ XNKQCDP
XWYG SEPD UKQ

ANSWER: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
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Jurassic Park 2:
THE LOST WORLD
Page 2 of 2
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Jurassic Park III
The Kirbys lost their son on Isla Sorna, so they tricked Dr. Alan Grant into rescuing
him. They know that they need to give him some important information now that they
are safe on the mainland, but they cannot remember what happened on the island.
Can you help them figure out which item they came across when they saw each
dinosaur and match them up?
Each item will lead you to the order of events. Then, the Kirbys will be able to signal
information to Dr. Alan Grant as he sails off on the boat back to his home. What is the
message they want Dr. Grant to know?

Ankylosaurus

Brachiosaurus

Ceratosaurus

Compsognathus

Corythosaurus

Parasaurolophus

Triceratops
Pteranodon

Spinosaurus

Tyrannosaurus Rex

Velociraptor
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Jurassic WORLD
The park has been running smoothly… until the Indominus Rex escaped! The InGen
soldiers are already out in the field ready to capture (or if necessary kill) the Indominus
Rex. Owen Grady is tasked with organizing the velociraptors to join the InGen soldiers out
in the field. Can you help Owen determine which sections in the battlefield need a raptor
to report for duty?
Help Owen place 20 raptors on the battlefield so they can be in the best place to attack the
Indominus Rex by using the following rules:
Each InGen Soldier needs their own raptor to join them (either horizontally or vertically
adjacent to them), but raptors can be adjacent to more than one soldier.
The raptors need to be separated (can’t be horizontally, vertically or diagonally adjacent to
another raptor).
The numbers for each column/row indicate the number of raptors within that column/row.
Once all the raptors are in the field, you will be able to see who came out of the battle
injured… but thankfully alive!
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Jurassic World 2:
Fallen Kingdom
Page 1 of 2
It’s been a long journey of escaping dinosaurs. Can you solve this puzzle to figure out the
final words spoken in the Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom movie?
3 Letters
DNA
LEX
SLJ
4 Letters
__ __ __ __
ECHO

7 Letters
CHARLIE
EXTINCT
UNRAVEL
VOLCANO
8 Letters
ELI MILLS
LOCKWOOD

13 Letters
DR JOHN HAMMOND
JURASSIC WORLD
14 Letters
DR LEWIS DODGSON
17 Letters
BRYCE DALLAS HOWARD

ERIC
OWEN
STAR
5 Letters
AMBER
DELTA
NOVEL
SMELL
6 Letters

9 Letters
DR HENRY WU
10 Letters
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
11 Letters
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
DENNIS NEDRY
DR ALAN GRANT
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

ATTACK
KILLED
LIZARD
MAISIE

12 Letters
DR IAN MALCOLM
INDOMINUS REX
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Jurassic World 2:
Fallen Kingdom
Page 2 of 2
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DR. WU
IN THE LAB
Dr Wu has let the power of being able to create
dinosaurs go to his head and he wants to create a
super dinosaur to rival all other dinosaurs. He
currently has these dinosaurs to choose from and he
thinks combining 4 of these will give him his super
dinosaur. Figure out which 4 dinosaurs he will use
and then map their partial DNA strands onto the
blank canvas to find out who he is keeping this
super dinosaur a secret from.

Super Dinosaur Must Haves:
- Abhorrent pretender
- Hefty appendages
- Unique saurian
- Twiggy fiend of water

You begin to search Dr Wu’s office and you find Dr
Wu’s notes, can you use them to figure out which
dinosaurs he wants to mix together to create the
Super dinosaur?

DNA inventory of the new super dinosaur (M = missing, no need to log it into the
inventory.)

Who is the __ __ __ __ __ __ of Jurassic Park?

Answer: _____________________________
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